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eReaders 
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e Readers: What features Now?

34

What Screen Type and How Big? 
• Basic ebook readers use monochrome, E Ink screens to display text. E Ink 

looks a lot like paper, and it's easy on your eyes when reading for long 
periods.  

• On the least expensive models, it's not backlit, so you'll need light to see 
the text, just as you would with a printed book.  

• But most eBook readers now include edge lighting that lets you see in 
the dark.  

• With each model, you can vary the intensity of the brightness from 
barely there to flashlight-bright.  

• On the lowest settings, you can read in the dark while your partner 
sleeps peacefully next to you. 
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eReaders For Seniors

45

E-readers are great devices for readers of any age, but they 
include some features that make them especially convenient 
for older adults. Nearly all of them come with robust accessibility 
options that let you change the size or boldness of the font, so 
each page is comfortable to read. They also tend to be 
streamlined devices with interfaces that are easy to set up and 
navigate.



eReaders: Amazon Kindle Lineup
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From Cnet: The eReadrer 
lineup is dominated by   
Amazon Kindle models, 
including the Kindle 
Paperwhite, Kindle Oasis and 
the classic Amazon Kindle, 
because we think that's still 
the best digital "ecosystem" 
for reading. It offers plenty of 
budget and subscription 
options, too.  
And while Barnes & Noble still 
makes its Nook reader, we 
suggest anyone who wants 
to steer clear of Amazon 
instead opt for a Kobo 
model. 



eReaders: Kindle Oasis
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At $250, the Oasis is expensive for 
an e-reader. Most people will be 
happy with the more affordable 
Paperwhite for their Kindle ebook 
reading and basic Kindle needs, 
but if you want the best of the 
best with an anti-glare screen for 
your reading experience -- and 
don't mind paying a premium for 
it -- the Oasis is arguably the one. 
The Kobo Forma, which also sells 
for $250, does have an 8-inch 
screen, bigger than the Oasis' 7-
incher.



eReaders: Kobo
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Rakuten makes a line of Kobo e-readers that are 
not only powered by the Kobo store but also 
support 14 file and ebook formats natively (EPUB, 
EPUB3, PDF, MOBI, JPEG, GIF, PNG, BMP, TIFF, TXT, 
HTML, RTF, CBZ and CBR). In other words, if you get 
your ebooks -- or any other digital documents -- 
from any place besides Amazon, this device will 
probably read them.  
The Kobo has its own ebook store with thousands of 
books, and it has built-in support for checking out 
ebooks from local libraries via the OverDrive 
service. (You can get library books onto Kindles via 
OverDrive's Libby app, but it's not as smooth a 
process.) 
The Kobo Libra H20, which retails for $170, sits in the 
middle of the line and, as its name implies, it's fully 
waterproof. It has a 7-inch HD (1,680x1,264-pixel 
resolution) E Ink display, a built-in light and no ads



eReaders: A Lenovo Nook?  
Barnes & Noble’s tablet is coming back 
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There hasn’t been a new Barnes & Noble Nook tablet 
or e-reader since 2018 — but Lenovo's changing that. 
The Nook brand will return in a tablet — and 
possibly not an e-reader. 



e Readers: How About the Books? 
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There's no single universal ebook format; essentially, when you choose an ebook 
reader, you're making a decision up front as to which ecosystem you'll support. 
Amazon, Barnes & Noble, and Kobo all use copy protection on most of their 
books, which prevents them from being read by other brands' e-readers. It's 
possible to remove the copy protection, but you may also remove features such 
as formatting and character summaries. 

For public library lending, Kobo e-readers let you install the common library app 
Overdrive as their native store, which is very convenient. Amazon sends you 
through the library's Web site to pick books that get pushed to your device; Onyx 
Boox  has you load a specific library app.  

Amazon also has the Kindle Owners' Lending Library, which lets you borrow a 
book a month from a selection of over one million titles, but only if you pay $99 a 
year for the Amazon Prime service. It also gives you unlimited access to 
Amazon's Prime Reading library. FreeTime Unlimited Unlimited starts at $2.99 per 
month and is great for children—you get a free year of it when you buy the 
Kindle Kids Edition. 
 



e Readers: What About ebook Apps? 
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One saving grace is that many of the major ebook reader 
vendors have developed an entire ecosystem of apps around 
their chosen format. For example, you can start reading a book 
on your Kindle Paperwhite at home; then, while waiting in line at 
the grocery store, you can fire up your iPhone's Kindle app and 
pick up exactly where you left off in the same book, but on your 
phone. 

The size of the app ecosystem varies by format. The Apple iPad 
and iPhone both run iBooks, a flexible app that looks great but 
doesn't have quite the same book selection as Amazon for 
digital books. Amazon also makes iPad apps, along with versions 
for iPhone, Android, and other devices; in addition, it has a 
Cloud Reader that works on the iPad with a direct link to the 
Kindle Store.  Several vendors make PC and Mac apps. 
 

Barnes & Noble Nook GlowLight 3



e Readers: Kindle app for Mac 
 

11Kindle app also available for PC.
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Robot Vacuums 



Robot Vacuums: What to look for
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Consider your flooring (some are better on carpet, others on 
bare floors), the layout of your home, and the types of detritus 
your household generates (pet hair, kid spills). Robotic 
vacuums can’t compare to the suction on upright vacuums, but 
they can go a long way toward helping you maintain grit-free 
floors. Prices range from around $200 to more than $1,000. 

Most robot vacuums come with charging docks and can even 
charge themselves. Just pick a robot-accessible spot for the 
dock, and the bot will return on its own before it runs out of 
juice. When it does, it will sit there until it has enough energy to 
go back out and continue to bust dust from where it left off. You 
can also set schedules for most bots to wake up and start a 
cleaning job, so it can take place while you're out of the house. 
That means you can potentially avoid all physical interaction 
until the vacuum needs to be emptied. 
 

 

Shark IQ Robot Self-Empty XL 
RV101AE,



Robot Vacuums How to Buy
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1. Start by surveying your home. Is there ceramic tile or carpet? How thick are your 
carpets? How many levels does your home have? Do you have pets that shed a lot? 
Does your cat kick her litter out of the box? These are factors to consider when shopping 
around for a robot vacuum for the first time. 

2. Decide on your budget. Robot vacuums prices vary widely. You can spend less than 
$200 or more than $1,000. However, be prepared to do without some popular features in 
models in the lower price tiers — like home mapping and Wifi connectivity. 
 



Robot Vacuums Buying Guide
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3. Do you want an app with your robot? The newest robot vacuums work in conjunction 
with apps that make it easier to control and schedule cleanings. Many models will map 
your home and allow you to clean specific areas with a tap on the app. 

4. Robot vacuums use varying methods of navigation. Lower-end models gently bounce 
off of walls and furniture, cleaning in an unpredictable pattern. Mid-range and high-end 
robot vacuums clean in a predictable pattern, typically aided by laser or optical 
sensors. 

5. Some models clean better than others. Not all robot vacuums have the same suction 
and cleaning power. Some are better at picking up pet hair from carpets, while others 
might perform better on hardwood or vinyl. 
 



Robot Vacuums: My vacuum
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Roborock Robot Vacuum and 
Mop: 2000Pa  

Claim strong suction, App 
Control, and Scheduling, Route 
Planning, Handles Hard Floors 
and Carpets, Ideal for Homes 
with Pets.

My take: Dusts well, especially under beds but mop feature not a substitute for real 
floor cleaning.  Remote control features not easy to control, route planning and 
mapping don’t work; better to let vacuum do its own roaming.



Robot Vacuums: My first vacuum
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- PUCRC15  
Smart Robot Vacuum Sweeper 
Cleaner, Automatic Multi-
Surface Floor Cleaner, Self-
Programmed Cleaning Path 
Navigation, and Built-in 
Rechargeable Battery, Hassle-
free and Wireless Performance.

My take:  Great buy at $71 (Amazon), lacks bells and whistles but does clean well 
under beds.



Robot Vacuums: some other models
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Remote Garage Door Openers 



smart garage door openers

2022

Dominated by 
Chamberlain/MyQ 

Also openers from 
Genie, Meross, 
Liftmaster, Ekyro, 
Newoke &Tolviviov.

olviviov

7.4
         

https://www.bestreviews.guide/redirect?rf_item_id=364296261&rf_list_id=3496125&rf_source=amazon&url=aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuYW1hem9uLmNvbS9kcC9CMDhCUkc0UEJG%0A


smart garage door openers
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olviviov

7.4
         

Installing one of the best smart garage door openers is an easy 
and inexpensive way to make your garage easier to use—and 
safer too. It will let you monitor and control your garage door 
from your smartphone and connect it to other smart home 
devices and security systems. 

The best smart garage door openers are designed to attach to 
existing non-smart garage door openers, and cost less than $100.  

If you're shopping for a new garage door opener, Chamberlain, 
Genie, Skylink, and Ryobi all make Wi-Fi-connected models 
ranging in price from $169 to $300, so you don't need to 
purchase additional accessories to control them from your 
smartphone.

https://www.bestreviews.guide/redirect?rf_item_id=364296261&rf_list_id=3496125&rf_source=amazon&url=aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuYW1hem9uLmNvbS9kcC9CMDhCUkc0UEJG%0A


smart garage door opener apps
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olviviov

7.4
         

https://www.bestreviews.guide/redirect?rf_item_id=364296261&rf_list_id=3496125&rf_source=amazon&url=aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuYW1hem9uLmNvbS9kcC9CMDhCUkc0UEJG%0A


smart garage door openers: MyQ
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olviviov

7.4
         

Smart Garage Door Openers

My Take: With 
Apple Watch works 
best with Simple 
Commands app. 
Without smart 
watch, use MyQ 
app on 
smartphone.

https://www.bestreviews.guide/redirect?rf_item_id=364296261&rf_list_id=3496125&rf_source=amazon&url=aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuYW1hem9uLmNvbS9kcC9CMDhCUkc0UEJG%0A
https://www.bestreviews.guide/Smart-Garage-Door-Openers?origin=google&google_params%5bmatchtype%5d=b&google_params%5bnetwork%5d=g&google_params%5bdevice%5d=c&google_params%5bcreative%5d=484930847888&google_params%5bkeyword%5d=&google_params%5badposition%5d=&google_params%5badgroupid%5d=76772379734&google_params%5bcampaignid%5d=6490998898&bs=&google_params%5bfeeditemid%5d=&google_params%5btargetid%5d=dsa-19959388920&google_params%5bloc_interest_ms%5d=&google_params%5bloc_physical_ms%5d=9030153&google_params%5bdevicemodel%5d=&google_params%5btarget%5d=&new_api=true&dest=0&sys_id=0%7C254&gclid=Cj0KCQjw0caCBhCIARIsAGAfuMw-9NLmicGPMVjFJwTkzP83I4tly06AgSmwzC91QDj_ZBdEdBovMYwaAjSVEALw_wcB
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Amazon Key feature (for Prime Members) 

For Amazon Key for Garage to work, just link your smart garage door opener to the 
Key app. This lets you choose in-garage delivery when you buy something on 
Amazon, and you will receive notifications of your garage door’s status. Then you can 
watch your in-garage delivery in real-time. (Note:  In garage delivery not available 
from some third-party sellers or UPS, USPS or FedEx deliveries.)
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Video Doorbells 

The only bad thing about a video doorbell: The knock-knock jokes fall flat because you already 
know who's there. 
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Video Doorbells 
The best video doorbells put an end to missed deliveries – or being caught out by cold 
callers – by alerting you through your smartphone when someone is on your doorstep, 
enabling you to see and speak to them through an app.  

Connecting to your home Wi-Fi, video doorbells work in 
much the same way as the best home security cameras. 
They provide a real-time video feed, while also recording 
short video clips, when motion is detected. Then, if activity is 
detected, a notification will be pushed to your smartphone, 
enabling you to log in and view the live feed, and even 
converse with whoever is at your threshold. Alternatively, you 
can ignore the notification and review the footage at a later 
date.  

Smart doorbells are available in both main-powered and battery-operated versions. The former 
will trigger an existing chime in your home but are likely to require professional installation as 
working on your home’s wiring may be beyond your DIY skills.
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Video Doorbells: Wired or Wireless 

When choosing a smart doorbell you have to decide if 
you want a wireless device that runs on batteries or 
one that gets its power from low-voltage doorbell 
wiring.  
Naturally, a wireless doorbell is the easiest type to 
install, as it draws power from batteries rather than 
from your home's electric and doesn't require that you 
turn off power or mess with any wiring whatsoever.  
The downside to wireless doorbells is that their batteries 
tend to deplete quickly depending on usage, lasting 
anywhere from two to six months.  

Snowbirds: If you live in an area where the winters are 
cold you can expect to recharge or replace your 
batteries every couple of months and run the risk of 
your doorbell shutting down at an inopportune time. 
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Video Doorbells 
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This Ring Video Doorbell is considered the best value 
by some reviewers.  

It’s one of three brand new video doorbells that 
Ring introduced not too long ago. 

It’s an affordable option that provides solid 1080p 
video, smart connectivity, and all the benefits of 
Ring’s always expanding ecosystem of products. 
Works with Alexa and Echo Show. 

Video Doorbells Spotlight:  
Ring (Newest Generation) $85 
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Ring Launches Three New Outdoor  
Home Security Devices 

Alarm Outdoor Siren ($89.99)  If there's an emergency, the over 100dB siren will sound, 
and its built-in LEDs will begin flashing. It's a great way to scare intruders off and can make 
it easier for first responders to find your home. 

Outdoor Smart Plug ($29.99) The weather-resistant plug can power two devices at a time   
so you'll need more than one if you plan on controlling multiple lighting systems around 
your yard.  

Wall Light Solar ($59.99)  a wall-mounted light that's powered by solar energy..
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Smart Keyless Locks 
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Smart Locks 

Smart locks let you unlock your door with the tap 
of a finger, or by a quick word to your 
smartphone, and let you give remote access to 
anyone you'd like while simultaneously keeping 
your house far safer than any traditional lock. 

Because they're a relatively new technology, 
however, filtering out the right smart lock for your 
needs can be complicated. Some 
support fingerprint scanning, others digital 
assistant support, but few of them 
comprehensively include every single function. 
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Smart Locks 

.  

Another "key" feature of smart locks is that you 
can give others virtual keys to your door, so you 
don't have to worry about someone making 
copies of your actual keys.  And, with a virtual 
key, you can create a schedule for when it will 
work and get an alert any time it's used. So, if 
you have a dog walker or caregiver, you can be 
assured that they can only get in when you want 
them there.
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Smart Locks: Installation 

The good news is that most smart locks use the standard pre-drilled 
holes so you don't have to worry about drilling new ones. 
Additionally, there are smart locks available that attach to the inside 
of your door and are designed to use your existing keyed cylinder 
and deadbolt hardware, which means you only have to remove the 
interior escutcheon. Either way, you can count on spending 
anywhere from 10 to 25 minutes removing your old lock and 
installing your new smart one.
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Smart Locks 
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Smart Locks: One Review 

The Connect version of the popular Schlage Camelot lock allows you 
to use the keyless entry system in tandem with Amazon Alexa or 
many Z-Wave enabled home automation systems. This means you 
can use voice commands to unlock the door, or remotely unlock it 
via the web. Depending on what type of home automation system 
you want to use the lock with (such as Wink or SmartThings) you will 
need to purchase a hub. 

But once you have your lock in place and integrated with your smart 
home system, you’ll enjoy the freedom and flexibility to unlock your 
door from anywhere, provide codes to pet sitters, or unlock the door 
for visitors. This lock also has received a Grade I ANSI rating, the 
highest home residential security rating.

Schlage Camelot Satin Nickel Connect Z-Wave 
Plus Smart Deadbolt and Camelot Handleset 
with Accent Lever with Camelot Trim
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Future Devices SIG Schedule
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April 22: All About Sports - Encore & Update 
 
Zoom login instructions same as today. 
 



Email:
        Ira Simmons 

•devices@grandcomputers.org 
• topthecharts@sbcglobal.net 

   Any topic suggestions? …….
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mailto:devicessig@grandcomputers.org
mailto:topthecharts@sbcglobal.net


                         Comments, Questions??? 

SUN CITY GRAND COMPUTERS CLUB 


